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Secularism has been the subject of selected scholarship within the fields
of law, political science, anthropology and sociology. Much of the
discourse on secularism has rested on a legal-centric or state-centric
premise, based on the understanding that power relations within society
are largely hierarchical. In light of Michel Foucault’s work on power
relations, there is a need to revisit how secularism has been understood.
This article looks at seminal work on secularism from the fields of
political science and anthropology to see how secularism has been
understood. It will use a devolved conception of power, one which
looks beyond legislative texts and legal and political systems to
challenge how secularism has been understood in India, which from a
traditional lens is predominantly considered secular, and in Pakistan, a
religious state.
Introduction
The secularism debate has become stale. Although a great deal of recent scholarship
has focused on the idea of secularism, studies have generally taken a state-centric
approach in understanding the subject. New understandings of power relations, as
expounded upon by contemporary philosophers such as Michel Foucault, have
opened the door for a radically different approach to understanding secularism.
Although secularism has typically been understood as a relationship between the
state or legal framework and religion, this article defines secularism as the presence
of ‘secular’ values such as religious tolerance and equality, that is, independence of
faith as opposed to the relationship between the law or the state with religion.
In light of Foucault’s work on power relations, this article argues that a statecentric understanding of secularism is not fully reflective of whether or not
secularism actually exists within a society. Foucault has been highly influential in
shaping post-modern discourse on power.1 His understanding of power has been
revolutionary as it has led the discussion of power relations away from traditional
models that see power as something that is used by its actors to coerce subjects.
Instead, he talks about how power is distributed amongst people within society, and
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how studies of power are incomplete without a focus on its ‘real and institutional
effects’.2
In his Second Lecture on Power and Knowledge, Foucault talks about how ‘in
Western societies since the Medieval Times, it has been royal power that has
provided the essential focus around which legal thought has been elaborated.’3
Foucault argues that understanding power has also been carried forward to more
modern government structures whereby ‘the king remains the central personage in
the whole legal edifice of the West.’4 In other words, Foucault believes people have
largely viewed power relations as purely hierarchical – exercised by rulers onto the
people.
Although Foucault admits that power distribution has resulted in a hierarchy,
his understanding of power as distributed in a kind of network suggests that a purely
hierarchical study will never reflect a comprehensive understanding of power
relations within society. Therefore, in any analysis of power relations, including any
study on secularism, we must recognise both the macro- and micro-level relations
that exist within any given society.
If a traditional understanding of power relations is to be adopted, merely
looking at the state and its attempts to control religion through law and executive
actions would be sufficient to understand the presence or absence of secularism. This
is what much of the contemporary scholarship has done with regards to secularism.
However, if a Foucauldian understanding of power relations is to be adopted, microlevel exercises of power would need to be taken into account in determining whether
a particular society is secular or not. Such a ground-level analysis would
significantly complicate the discourse on secularism, and it would problematize
state-centric understandings of the subject.
If power is viewed as something that is diffused, enacted and embodied rather
than concentrated and possessed, then such a methodological shift in the discourse
of secularism will necessarily result in a more wholesome understanding of how and
whether secularism operates in any given society. It is through a Foucauldian lens
that this article will challenge contemporary state-centric scholarship on secularism.
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Part I of the article will look at how a majority of contemporary scholars have
understood the idea of secularism. First, it will consider the work of Hussein Ali
Agrama. Although he is a student of Talal Asad, who, as discussed later in the article,
adopts a more Foucauldian understanding of power relations, Agrama uses a largely
state-centric approach.5 In his book, he conducts an ethnography of secularism in
Egypt, focused on state judicial and quasi-judicial institutions. He looks at how the
Egyptian legal system has shaped the ways in which secularism has played out
within society, thereby arguing that Egyptian secularism is driven by the law.6
Moving onto an example of how secularism has been understood in the field
of political sciences, this part will review the work of Rajeev Bhargava, a leading
Indian political theorist, who points out differences in the ways secularism has
played out in different jurisdictions, including France, India and the United States.
These definitions may differ in form, but structurally, they are all completely statecentric. Although much of the existing literature on secularism has developed in
various disciplines including political science and anthropology, it can be seen that
there are certain consistent underpinnings which obscure ground-level power
relations between individuals, who, at a micro-level, exercise power over one
another.
Part II of the article will look at two examples of recent studies of secularism
that place secularism beyond the state. These studies implicitly recognise the
capillary nature of power, and view secularism at a micro-level. Instead of focusing
on the state, and how it has implemented or regulated secularism, these studies
actually show aspects of secularism that are not entirely dependent on states, formal
legal institutions, and texts.
The first study is Talal Asad’s anthropology of secularism, 7 which was one of
the early attempts to rethink the concept of secularism as something that goes beyond
the law and the state. Talal Asad distinguished between the terms ‘secularism’ and
‘secular’ and recognised that secular modernity is governed by the political authority
of the nation state, freedom of market exchange and the moral authority of the
family.8 This study opened up a previously unexplored conceptual dimension of
secularism by looking at the micro-level dynamics alongside the traditional approach
of looking at the legal systems and state’s involvement in religious affairs.
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The second study discussed is Saba Mahmood’s book Politics of Piety.9
Mahmood, who is admittedly heavily inspired by Asad’s work, conducts an
ethnographic study of the women’s mosque movement in Egypt and looks at how
people are pushing non-secular agendas without appealing to the state in any way or
form. Her work suggests that secularism and religiosity exist beyond and
independently from the state and the law. In her study, Mahmood uses a Foucauldian
understanding of ethics, which reflects in her micro-level study. Throughout her
book, her emphasis is on non-state actors, who they are, and how they shape
secularism, or non-secularism, in society.
Part III will look at specific examples of ground-level secularism in Pakistan,
and ground level non-secularism in India. In doing so, it will not make broad claims
about whether or not Pakistan is a secular country, or India a non-secular one. This
part aims to problematize statements like, ‘Pakistan is a non-secular country’ or
‘India is a secular country’ that are generally based on state actions and legal
foundations.
In the case of India, this part will look at non-state religious institutions and
their ability to enforce decisions that are contrary to the existing laws of the land
promulgated by the state. Its focus will be on the non-secular nature of non-state
fatwas,10 as well as other parallel justice systems that ground their legitimacy in
religion. Although Indian secularism facilitates religious pluralism, non-state
institutions appear to undermine the principles of secularism. It will use examples to
illustrate the level of influence these parallel justice systems enjoy within society.
Although recent court decisions have recognised their impact on secularism in India,
traditional scholarship, as will be discussed, has largely overlooked it.
This part will then look at Pakistan, with a focus on the seemingly nonreligious application of the non-secular and controversial blasphemy law
amendments that resulted from the Islamisation of criminal laws in Pakistan. It will
look at several instances of how the law has been frequently used to resolve property
disputes that emerged out of personal enmity, rather than to protect Islam or actually
prosecute blasphemers. These examples will challenge commonly held
understandings of whether Pakistan and India are secular.
9
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Rather than comparing the existence or nature of secularism across
jurisdictions, this article concludes that a Foucauldian understanding of secularism
does significantly complicate the comparative project on secularism. Yet, it will
show that a comparative project devoid of the micro-level power relations exercised
by individuals and non-state groups in a legally secular or non-secular society will
not be fully reflective of secularism as it exists on the ground.
Part I - Secularism and the State
A number of prominent philosophers, including John Locke, Max Weber, Emile
Durkheim, Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels,11 predicted that the role of religion in
the public domain would diminish as societies proceeded to become more modern.
The re-emergence of religion in the public sphere in the 1970s and 1980s across
jurisdictions, however, prompted theorists to rethink their modernist assumptions
about secularism. A vast range of literature from various disciplines, including
political sciences, anthropology and sociology, emerged in an attempt to explain
secularism from a post-modernist perspective.
This section of the article will look at two prominent studies on secularism
that are largely state-centric, and contend that these studies ignore micro-level power
relations that impact secularism on a ground level in every society. It will first look
at Hussein Ali Agrama, who through an ethnography, suggests that secularism is
made possible by the exercise of state power in social life and through the legal
framework that governs a particular society. It will then look at the work of Indian
political theorist Rajeev Bhargava, who has done comparative work on secularism
with the state as a constant underpinning in his definition of secularism across
jurisdictions.
Hussein Ali Agrama, a disciple of Talal Asad, has conducted extensive
research on the topic of secularism with regards to modern-day Egypt. In a recently
published book Questioning Secularism: Islam, Sovereignty and The Rule of Law in
Modern Egypt, Agrama is concerned with the ways in which secular power becomes
the primary problem when studying the operation of Islamic law.
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Agrama writes that secular power ‘enables state sovereign capacity’. 12 He
goes on to say that, ‘It points to the possibility that secular power brings together
two things typically thought to be opposed: a growing space of normative critique
and contestation, and the increasing assertion of state sovereignty within social
life.’13
From this, one can gauge that Agrama’s study is concerned with state
authority, and how state authority is used to create space for a secular society.
Further evidence of Agrama’s study being largely state-centric is contained in the
remaining parts of his book, where he conducts an ethnographic study of family
courts and the Fatwa Council in Egypt–both state institutions. His interest in state
institutions and constant reiteration that they determine the secularity of people
appear to be seriously limited if one is to adopt a Foucauldian understanding of
power relations. Agrama pays no regard to the exercise of capillary power by and on
individual members of society.
One interesting conclusion Agrama reaches is with regards to the level of
legitimacy of Fatwa Council decisions and secular personal courts. Although the
former are meant to be non-binding in nature and the latter intended to be binding,
Fatwa Council decisions are generally followed much more than personal court
decisions. Agrama acknowledges that the specific historical context of both state
institutions have meant that they have varying levels of authoritativeness.14
However, he says that this particular history is the result of legal processes. Agrama
writes:
In this sense, ‘vigilance and suspicion’ mutually enable the function
and legitimacy of a liberal legal system. These are not ‘natural, default
conditions, but are instead historically cultivated sensibilities whose
cultivation depends integrally on modern legal processes.15
The general stance of Agrama’s book suggests that secularism within Egyptian
society is necessarily dependent on the law, and on the involvement of the sovereign
power of the state in the spiritual lives of citizens. Ultimately, Agrama’s primary
concern with the state, its institutions and the law obscures the micro-level power
relations within society that also facilitate or take away from secularism in a society.
12
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He does take into account the way decisions of state institutions are perceived by
members of society, but, as discussed, he adopts a very legal-centric viewpoint in
suggesting that people react in particular ways to secular laws because of the legal
processes themselves. From a Foucauldian perspective, while there is some truth in
the idea that the state and the law can shape secularism, the micro-level power
relations cannot be ignored in a broader study of secularism.
Agrama is just one of the countless scholars who have based their work on
secularism on power models that have been challenged by Foucault. Rajeev
Bhargava is another such academic.16 His essay ‘Political Secularism: What Can Be
Learned from India?’ talks about secularism as it has been conceived in different
jurisdictions. This comparative study is interesting because despite Bhargava’s
attempts to distinguish between the different secularisms that exist in different
jurisdictions, the state is a consistent underpinning in his definition of secularism
across jurisdictions. In his essay, Bhargava talks about how a state may be
disconnected from religion at three levels, at the level of ends, at the level of
institutions, and the level of law and public policy. His scholarship focuses on the
third level of disconnect.17
Bhargava identifies two broad ways in which the state has disconnected itself
from religion in Western legal systems. The first model he discusses is that of onesided exclusion. One-sided exclusion, as described by Bhargava, entails the state
‘excluding ‘religion from its own affairs but to have no limits on its own
interventionist powers in the affairs of religion.’’18 He talks about how this form of
secularism is normally justified either by the desire for national homogeneity (as in
the case of France)19 or arguing that religion is false consciousness (as it was
understood in many communist states). One-sided exclusion, according to Bhargava,
allows the state the authority, under the pretext of maintaining secularism, to
interfere in or hinder, suppress or even help religion.
The second model of Western secularism that Bhargava describes is that of
mutual exclusion. He says that under such a model, the state enjoys an absolute
16
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disconnect from religion, as does religion from the state. Political institutions and
religious institutions under mutual exclusion are to live as strangers. It is
foundationally based upon a divide between the public and private sphere, where
religion can be exercised freely in the private sphere (to ensure freedom of exercise
of religion) but not in the public sphere (to ensure mutual exclusion or secularism). 20
Bhargava notes that the United States has implemented this model of secularism.21
Where Bhargava’s scholarship becomes particularly interesting is when he
talks about the emergence of a third kind of secularism i.e. the Indian model of
secularism. This model of secularism according to him is the best form of secularism
for a modern multicultural society. This is something that has resonated in much of
his scholarship on secularism.22 Bhargava points out seven ways in which secularism
in India differs from the Western countries. Briefly, these are that Indian secularism
has a multi-value character; it concerns itself with inter-religious denomination as
well as intra-religious domination; it is based upon the concept of principled
distance: it distinguishes between depoliticisation and depublication; it is hostile
towards some aspects of religion and accepting of other parts; it uses a highly
contextual model of moral reasoning; and finally it is modern but different from
traditional understandings of secularism.23
Whereas France depends on one-sided exclusion, and the United States on
mutual exclusion, India uses principled distance to separate the state and religion.
This method provides the state with a great degree of flexibility with regards to the
inclusion or exclusion of religion.24 Unlike the other forms of secularism that view
public expression of religion as something that is negative, principled distance is not
averse to the public exercise of religion, so long as it does not come into conflict
with the values of Indian secularism themselves.
Bhargava’s argument highlighting the distinction between Indian and Western
secularism is not fully reflective of secularism, if viewed from a Foucauldian
20
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perspective. Although he points out differences in form between these types of
secularism, Western and Indian secularism as conceived by Bhargava are in fact
structurally quite similar. They both use the state as the implementer of secularism,
and view some kind of distinction between the state and religion as a determinative
quality of secularism in a society. Bhargava’s primary focus on the state suggests
that he views power as solely exercised by the state onto people.
Both Bhargava and Agrama, in very different ways and from within different
disciplines, make the same methodological error. They view secularism as a strictly
triadic relationship between the state, religion and people’s exercise of religion (or
lack thereof). Their work is a general reflection of the majority of work on secularism
both in the field of political science and anthropology. It is one that is considerably
incomplete if one is to accept Foucault’s understanding of power structures and
power relations within society. The next part will show how some authors have
attempted to break away from this state-centric scholarship on secularism in
recognition of the fact that power is much more dispersed than traditional power
models would suggest.
Part II: Secularism and the Non-State
In recent times, there has been some effort to look beyond the state within the
scholarship on secularism. This effort has been the result of work done by
anthropologists who studied societies from a ground-up perspective rather than
solely looking at the law and the state in order to place secularism in a particular
society. This section will look at two anthropologists who have broken out of the
traditional discourse. First, this part will look at Talal Asad and his landmark work
on the anthropology of secularism.25 It will then look at Saba Mahmood and her
ethnography of Egyptian society.26
Talal Asad’s Formations of the Secular: Christianity, Islam, Modernity was
one of the first anthropological studies of secularism.27 The anthropological method,
as understood by Asad, entails ‘the comparison of embedded concepts
(representations) between societies differently located in time or space.’28 In this
comparative analysis, Asad recognises that the origin of these concepts is not of
primary concern, but what is relevant is ‘the forms of life that articulate them, the
25
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powers they release or disable.’29 What is interesting about Talal Asad’s
methodology is that in comparing secularism across cultures, it takes into account
‘the macrosociology and epistemology he believes undergirds modern society and
modern systems of knowledge.’30
Adopting a macro sociological approach, Asad is able to point out the
limitations of a legal-centric approach to understanding secularism. He argues
‘formal constitutions never give the whole story. On the one hand objects, sites,
practices, words, representations––even the minds and bodies of worshippers––
cannot be confined within the exclusive space of what secularists name ‘religion.’
They have their own way of being.’31 His recognition of the problems associated
with a legal-centric notion of secularism is in line with Foucault’s theory of power
relations. Asad further recognises that secularism goes beyond the state when he
draws a distinction between ‘secular’ and ‘secularism’. He views secularism as a
political doctrine that emerged in Europe. On the other hand, he views ‘the secular’
as something that predates secularism and something that ‘a variety of concept,
practices, and sensibilities have come together to form.’32 In other words, Talal Asad
suggests that a study of secularism, therefore, may be state-centric but it is not
complete without understanding the secular, which necessitates looking beyond the
state.
In Chapter 7 of his book, Asad applies this groundwork to understand the
secular and secularism in Egypt. Asad talks about how, despite being part of the
Ottoman Empire, sharia courts or codified sharia law that was applicable throughout
the Empire was never effective there. During the British rule, religious law was only
applied in cases of family law and trust law. The limitation of the place of religion
in the law continued under Jamal Abdul Nasir. He examines why:
… the social and cultural changes taking place in the late nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries… created some of the basic preconditions
for secular modernity. These involved the legal constitution of
fundamental social spaces in which governance could be secured
through (1) the political authority of the nation-state, (2) the freedom of
market exchange, and (3) the moral authority of the family. Central to
29
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this schema is the distinction between law (which the state embodied,
produced, and administered) and morality (which is the concern ideally
of the responsible person generated and sustained by the family), the
two being mediated by the freedom of public exchange—a space that
was restructured in Egypt by the penetration of European capital and
the adoption of the European law of Contract, a space in which debates
about Islamic reasoning and national progress, as well as about
individual autonomy, could now take place publicly.33
From this quote, it can be seen that there is an underlying principle permeating from
this chapter that the law and the state are essential in shaping social structures.
However, by claiming that morality too played a role in the same, Asad is able to
escape from a purely state-centric approach that the discourse on secularism has been
plagued by. Although Asad’s macro sociological approach to the idea of secularism
limits the extent to which micro-level power relations are discussed in his work, his
revolutionary understanding of secularism, including the notion that it was not just
the law that constitutes the secular and mention of the moral authority of the family,
has served as the foundation of far more devolved scholarship, including that of Saba
Mahmood.
Saba Mahmood has admittedly been heavily influenced by Talal Asad.34 In
her book, Politics of Piety: The Islamic Revival and the Feminist Subject, she
engages in an ethnographic study of the Women’s Mosque Movement in Egypt. This
is an Islamic revivalist movement led by women. It is a significant part of the more
general and larger Da’wa Movement, which aims to increase the role of Islam in the
lives of people, both in the public and private spheres.35
Mahmood carries a fairly devolved understanding of Egyptian secularism.
Instead of looking at the law and the state, she touches upon morality and ethics the second factor that Asad believes to make a space conducive to secularism. She
states her interest in ‘understanding how different modalities of moral-ethical action
contribute to the construction of particular kinds of subjects, subjects whose political
autonomy cannot be grasped without applying critical scrutiny to the precise form
their embodied actions take.’36
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She further complicates the ethnography of ethics that she wishes to undertake
by rejecting the Kantian understanding of ethics, which she believes reflects a
‘general demotion of conduct, social demeanour, and etiquettes in our analyses of
moral systems.’37 Mahmood attempts to adopt a Foucauldian lens that, in her words,
‘allows us to think of ethics as always local and particular, pertaining to a specific
set of procedures, techniques, and discourses through which highly specific ethicalmoral subjects come to be formed.’38 This understanding of ethics serves as the basis
of Mahmood’s work, and it results in her devolved understanding of the place of
religion and the limited role of the state in ensuring that the society is secular in
nature.
It is based on this foundation that she looks at the Islamic revivalist movement
in Egypt. Her study looks at how Islamist movements such as Rashid Ride’s
reformist movement and the Muslim Brotherhood have helped open the way for the
discussion of religion. Interestingly, she notes that these religious non-profit
organizations and participants in the Da’wa Movement have been able to shape
aesthetical and ethical sensibilities, including the ways people dress, without even
using the state for reform.39
Thus, instead of turning to the state to bestow secularism upon people, the
women who carried out the Da’wa Movement attempted to create new structures for
learning. This entailed mosque lessons that would serve to restore what was once the
familial and social ethos in Egyptian society. For instance, ‘participants of these
revivalist movements have engaged in a wide range of activities, including
establishing Islamic educational institutions, neighbourhood mosques, printing
presses, and mostly effectively, social welfare organizations.’40This ethnographic
study, therefore, goes to challenge the conventional notion coming out of the field
of political science that the nation-state is responsible for bestowing Islamism or
secularism upon people.
This lack of appeal to the state to change secular Egyptian legislation suggests
that people do not see the state as responsible for secularism within Egypt. Instead,
they have resorted to a ground-level movement, perhaps indicating that power is in
fact capillary in nature and does not rest solely with the state. Mahmood’s attempt
to focus on a study of secularism without any substantial reference to the state may
37
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not fit entirely within the Foucauldian model of power relations, since Foucault does
recognise the existence of hierarchy within the power network of society. However,
it does reflect a revolutionary way to think about secularism, and one that breaks
away from the extremely limited state-centric discourses on the subject.
Talal Asad and Saba Mahmood, through their work, have opened up a new
understanding of the concept of secularism. Scholarship, which, until recently, was
almost entirely state-centric in nature, has now adopted a Foucauldian understanding
of power in realizing that secularism exists beyond and independently from the state.
This finding has problematized the idea of secularism considerably, and this has
opened the doors for countries that, under traditional discourse, have been viewed
as non-secular to come under contention for secularism. Based on this, the final part
will examine whether India and Pakistan fall under a more Foucauldian definition
of secularism, that is, one that is based on notion of devolved power relations.
PART III: A Secular Pakistan and Non-Secular India? Looking Beyond the
State
A state-centric approach to secularism makes it fairly easy to identify which
countries are secular and which are not. A look at the constitutions, legislations and
general state actions would serve as adequate indication as to whether a state falls
under a conventional understanding of secularism. Part I highlighted a number of
prominent state-centric understandings of secularism. Rajeev Bhargava, for
instance, throughout his work contends that ‘Indian secularism’ is superior to
western secularism for it most effectively promotes tolerance in a modern
multicultural society.41
Part III of the article will complicate such a position by showing instances of
ground-level non-secularism in India. It will do so by looking at the influence that
fatwas issued by non-state Muslim organizations command despite not being statesanctioned. In further problematizing secularism and adopting a Foucauldian model
of power relations, this part will look at instances of secularism in Pakistan, a country
that is globally considered as oppressive towards the non-Sunni minority.42 In doing
so, it will look at the highly controversial, non-secular blasphemy laws and show
how these laws, at a micro-level, operate based on secular (or non-religious)
agendas. The purpose of this section is to problematize a state-centric understanding
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of secularism from a Foucauldian perspective, rather than actually determining
whether Pakistan is, in fact, non-secular or India secular.
Before problematizing the commonly held belief that India is a secular
country, it is necessary to look at the legal basis that has resulted in such a belief.
Secularism has been enshrined in the Constitution of India 1950. Between the time
that India attained independence from the British up until 1976, India was formally
not a secular state, that is, its supreme legal text the Constitution of India, did not
contain any provision that described India as a secular state. However, in 1976,
Prime Minister Indira Gandhi, during an emergency period, exercised executive
powers and introduced an amendment to the Constitution.43
The Forty-Second Amendment to the Constitution of India was a broadranging amendment that significantly changed the Indian Constitution.44 One such
alteration was the change in India’s description from a ‘sovereign democratic
republic’ to a ‘sovereign, socialist secular democratic republic.’45 Despite this
seemingly significant change in the description of the country, it is worth noting that
a number of provisions in the Constitution of India have, since its initial
promulgation, described the relationship between the state and various religious
denominations as well as the religious freedom of individuals. For instance, Article
25 gives individuals the right to freely profess their religions. 46 Article 26 of the
Constitution gives rights to religious denominations to manage their own affairs.47
43
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Freedom of conscience and free profession, practice and propagation of religion.—(1) Subject
to public order, morality and health and to the other provisions of this Part, all persons are equally
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These provisions suggest that Indian secularism, as propounded by Bhargava,
focuses on protecting the religious diversity that exists in India. As described in Part
I, Bhargava describes the relationship between the state and religion in India as one
of ‘principled distance’. In spite of Indian secularism attempting to cater to a
pluralistic society, a more micro-level analysis of power relations within the Indian
society suggests that these ideals, though present in the constitutional set up, are not
effective at the ground level when one looks beyond state structures.
For instance, the influence of non-state legislative bodies in India points to a
ground-level opposition to secularism, as it is often understood. Within certain
Muslim communities, the role of religion in what are traditionally seen as state
matters such as law-making and adjudication of disputes have not been reduced
despite state clamp downs on parallel justice systems. One example of this is fatwas.
The Darul Uloom Deoband organization is the leading issuer of fatwas in India. It
has been around since 1866, soon after the collapse of the Mughal Empire, during a
time when Muslims were facing immense persecution. Since then, it has issued
thousands of fatwas on a wide range of matters.48
In Vishwa Lochan Madan v Union Of India & Ors,49 the Supreme Court of
India deprived fatwas of any formal legal status.50 In this case, Madan, an Indian
lawyer, filed a public interest litigation in which one relief sought was a declaration
by the Court that fatwas issued by organizations were unconstitutional. He further
asked the Court to declare all fatwas void ab initio and wholly non-est. The Court
ultimately decided that while fatwas were not illegal, they were not constitutionally
sanctioned and could not be the basis for derogating fundamental rights.
Furthermore, they could not be legally enforced.51
The limitations of a state-centric analysis of secularism even come out from
the discourse of the Indian Supreme Court itself in this case. Religion, as a part of
culture, has a pervasive effect. It cannot wholly be controlled by coercion through
the law, or be legislated upon by the state. Even though there is no legal obligation
to obey a fatwa, even the judge noted that within Muslim communities, there is the
48
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general perception that ‘persons who are God fearing and believe that they are
answerable to the Almighty and have to face the consequences of their doings/deeds,
such are the persons, who submit to the Fatwaâ.’52
The religious obligation that Muslims may feel towards obeying fatwas is an
additional power acting on them besides that of the state. People who live in Muslim
communities are members of structured religious denominations. The fear of
community retaliation, often in the form of vigilante justice or other forms of
expression of power, such as banishment from community privileges, often gives
fatwas considerable authority. This is because, as per Foucault’s analysis, power
rests not just with the state but also with the jurist who issues a fatwa and the
Muslims who agree with that fatwa. As a result, even though fatwas have no legal
force and a person feels no religious obligation towards them, power dynamics
within a society often gives them more force than even state law. This is something
a state-centric approach to secularism would obscure.
One of the most contentious incidents of fatwa came in front of the Indian
Supreme Court in the Madan Petition. In a petition challenging Shariah courts and
fatwas in India, the petitioner, Vishwa Lochan Madaone, used the case of Imrana, a
woman who was raped by her father-in-law. A local panchayat (village council)
declared her marriage void. The Darul Uloom Deoband soon issued a fatwa
declaring that she could no longer live with her husband, and further ordered her to
start living with her father-in-law.53 Although the fatwa was not state-sanctioned,
even before the Madan decision, she was forced to live with her rapist for several
days due to the pressure of the community, before her siblings were finally able to
get her out and report the case to the state institutions.54
Fatwas issued by organizations such as the Darul Uloom Deoband do not
require state-sanction or any legal basis. They have been an integral part of the nonstate adjudication system for hundreds of years, well before India even attained
independence from the British. Even though the state may have deprived fatwas of
legal validity, power structures within society offer a certain level of legitimacy to
these forums. Even if the subjects of fatwas do not agree with the terms, their legal
nullity is not sufficient coercion to overcome the societal power relations that they
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are backed by. India, like any other society, has a well-established parallel justice
system that exercises coercion through hegemonic social hierarchies.
Another example of this devolved power dynamic in the Indian society is the
jirga system, an informal parallel justice system where community elders adjudicate
and sentence persons who violate community norms. A local jirga, headed by a
Hindu village elder, sentenced a Hindu woman to be gang raped for marrying a
Muslim man. This sentencing was followed by the woman being gang raped for six
hours.55 This happened despite the fact that the Supreme Court of India had
previously ruled that such parallel justice systems had no legal backing,56 illustrating
that a legal-centric approach does not fully represent the secularity of a society.
The prevalence of fatwas or informal jirgas in Indian society should not be
seen as a problem of law enforcement. Rather, it should be understood as a
consequence of a system of power relations in society, whereby laws and
adjudications made by organizations such as the Darul Uloom Deoband, have played
an important role in non-state legislation among Muslim communities for hundreds
of years. This problematizes a state-centric understanding of secularism. Merely
framing this problem with regard to the state will obscure non-secular acts that
organizations such as the Darul Uloom Deoband and other panchayats perform with
power that is in fact capillary in nature and rests not just with them but also their
followers.
India’s secular status has been challenged frequently, albeit, mostly on statelevel. However, Pakistan’s non-secular status is seen as something that is
incontestable. This may be because non-secularism finds itself ingrained in many of
the laws of the country.
57

Religious overtones are no doubt part of the Pakistani legal framework. The
Constitution of Pakistan not only declares Islam as the state religion,58 but laws
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repugnant to the teachings of Islam cannot be promulgated,59 and if passed, they may
be struck down.60 However, this should not serve as any conclusive evidence that
Pakistan is a non-secular country. If a more devolved understanding of power is
adopted in light of Foucault’s work on the subject, this state-centric and legal-centric
understanding of non-secularism in Pakistan may be significantly complicated.
Before attempting to apply a Foucauldian understanding of power to see whether
Pakistan is in fact a non-secular country, this article will go through the current
Constitution of Pakistan to see just how non-secularism has been embedded into the
supreme law of the land.
From a constitutional perspective, Pakistan is a non-secular country. Islam
enjoys an elevated position within the constitutional framework. Constitutionally,
then, Islam plays an important role in limiting state authority. A Foucauldian
understanding of power, however, would see a conclusion based on these provisions
to be superficial and not wholly reflective of the various levels of power relations
that exist in every society. It is based on such an understanding that the label of nonsecularism frequently placed on Pakistan can be complicated. For instance, although
the blasphemy laws in Pakistan appear to be non-secular, more often than not, they
play out with regard to secular disputes, and on a ground level, have little to do with
religion.
Amendments to Pakistan’s blasphemy laws, under Zia-ul-Haq’s Islamisation
of the country’s legal framework, have made it an offence to defile the Qur’an and
use derogatory remarks in respect of the Prophet Muhammad (SAW). 61 These
amendments are contained in Sections 295-B and 295-C of the Pakistan Penal Code
respectively. The text of these provisions clearly has Islamic character, especially
considering that all but one sub-section of the blasphemy laws62 protects only Islam
from being the subject of blasphemy.
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Although the state has introduced blasphemy laws that are non-secular in
nature and create distinctions that favour the state religion as opposed to other
denominations, these laws may play out in a manner that has little to do with religion.
There have been several instances where the law has been used for non-religious
purposes. For instance, in the famous case of Asia Bibi, a Christian woman was
accused of committing blasphemy.63 She denied these charges, claiming that she was
falsely accused after an argument ensued when she drank water from the same well
as Muslims.64 A woman whose family had been in a long-running property damage
dispute with Asia Bibi’s family brought a complaint to a local cleric that Asia Bibi
committed blasphemy.65
This has not been the only instance where blasphemy laws have allegedly been
used to settle personal disputes between two persons or families. Amnesty
International published a report titled Pakistan: Use and Abuse of Blasphemy Laws
in 1994 expressing its concern about how the blasphemy laws were being used to
target individuals. It identified a number of motives for bringing forward blasphemy
cases, the most frequent of which were economic or professional rivalries. 66 The
report talks about the case of Anwar Masih, a Christian accused of committing
blasphemy by a local Muslim shopkeeper.67 It was common knowledge in Samundri,
where this incident occurred, that Masih and the shopkeeper who had accused him
had been arguing about a small debt.68 Another shocking instance of the secular
application of the Pakistani blasphemy laws is the case of Tahir Iqbal.69 He was
accused of defiling a copy of the holy Qur’an by a local Muslim cleric, who had a
personal enmity against him. This was based on the fact that Iqbal was providing
free education to local children, and that these children were increasingly opting to
go to him, instead of going to the local madrassa70 run by the cleric.71 There are
countless other examples of such non-religious uses of the blasphemy laws.
‘Christian Woman Sentenced To Death In Blasphemy Case’ Dawn (12 November 2010)
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This article does not claim that these isolated instances mean that Pakistan is
a secular state. Such a claim, by any stretch of the imagination, would be difficult to
sustain considering the extent to which religion is embedded in both the private and
public lives of people, and the extent to which it has influenced their daily lives,
including the food they eat, the way they dress and speak. The aim is to merely
demonstrate that analysing secularism from a more devolved perspective, can
provide a fuller picture of the nature of a society as opposed to a superficial analysis
of constitutional and other legal texts. A constitutional or state-centric view of
secularism would obscure how these blasphemy laws, seemingly entirely nonsecular in nature, are in fact not being used for non-secular ends.
This part of the article has shown instances where looking at secularism from
a solely legal or state-centric perspective is not fully reflective of the micro-level
exertions of power in society. A superficial legal-centric approach would result in
the seemingly obvious conclusion that Pakistan’s blasphemy laws are non-secular,
while if looked at in terms of the way they play out, they may not be entirely religionbased. Likewise, although India’s constitutional set up appears to promote
secularism and religious freedom and pluralism, on a ground level, its non-state
legislative and judicial systems do not always play out in a secular manner.
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Conclusion
The way secularism has been largely understood in academia is an apt reflection of
how power relations have been seen by a majority of scholars. Foucault’s ground
breaking work on complicating a purely hierarchical understanding of power
relations into a more capillary network has opened up the door for rethinking
secularism, from a state-centric approach to a more ground-level understanding.
Talal Asad and Saba Mahmood have worked on bringing out the idea of non-state
secularism. This work has helped problematize how we have generally conceived
secularism.
This article used a Foucauldian understanding of power and built upon the
approaches used by Talal Asad and Saba Mahmood to show an instance where India,
a country that would under traditional discourse be considered secular, would from
a non-state non-legal perspective appear to be non-secular in nature. Even more
radically, this article looked at Pakistan, a notoriously non-secular country, and
looked at one example of how it operated in a secular manner at a micro-level.
In distinguishing between micro and state-level secularism, this article hopes
to complicate comparative work in the field of secularism. In looking beyond the
law and adopting a Foucauldian understanding of secularism, theorists will need to
look beyond the law and state structures to engage in comparative projects.
Ultimately, a study on secularism that merely looked at the laws would be based on
an incomplete understanding of power relations, and so it would not be fully
reflective of what is happening in society at a more micro-level.
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